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This is a preliminary study of classifying languages from the point of whether, how, and to what extent
the system of reduplication functions in the grammar. In this article, I would like to propose three-fold
classification or typology of languages. Those are Type I, the peripheral reduplication languages, Type
II, the expressive reduplication languages, and Type III, the core reduplication languages.
In some languages, reduplication plays so essential a role in the core part of the grammar such as
for the indicator of tense or aspect that without it, the whole grammatical system would not function.
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All languages have ways of creating new words or expressions by repeating an entire
word or a part of it. This process has been known as reduplication. Some languages have
a quite large set of lexicalized vocabulary thus created. Some have a very active and pro-
ductive system of reduplication. Some further rely on reduplication for the purpose of
derivation and inflection. This study is an attempt to classify the languages according to
the position of reduplication in the grammar of each language: highly reduplicative lan-
guages to low rate reduplication languages. This is not a classification of reduplication by
its forms and functions, into which most of the previous studies have brought focuses.
The new cross-language view into reduplication presented in this study reveals that re-
duplication phenomena are not sporadically scattered across languages. Instead, it re-
sides in a large mass in one language, and in another, it occupies a small peripheral part
of the grammar. The former is an reduplication emporium which has in stock all the
items the smaller ones keep.
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On the other hand, in some other languages, reduplicative words really exist, but they only occupy the
periphery of the vocabulary, and do not make any significant contribution to the grammatical system.
The process of reduplication is not systematic or productive. The main function of reduplication in
these languages is to enhance semantic or mimetic expressivity.
Examples of the former are Malayo-Polynesian languages such as Tagalog, Ilocano, and many of
the Native North American languages. I propose to label those as Type III, meaning that they have
level three, ei., most extensive reduplication system. The representative of the latter, that is Type I, is
English, which only has low level reduplication system. In between come Japanese, Korean, Chinese,
and actually a majority of world languages, and these belong to Type II. These languages have a quite
elaborate reduplication system in terms of the forms of reduplicated parts (reduplicants) and the vari-
ety of meanings expressed by reduplication. This process is usually very productive. Yet, the use or
function of reduplication is mainly enrichment of expressive power. Some of the meanings would not
be rendered in other phrases without using reduplication, but those languages can be used quite prop-
erly without using reduplication, too. In other word the knowledge of reduplication is not necessary for
the beginner level language learners.
Below, (1) summarizes the three types, and (2) lists their characteristics, which can be used as cri-
teria for determining to which type a language belongs.
(1) Three main types of languages as of the status of reduplication
(2) Criteria for classification
Note that in many of the Type II languages, meanings or functions realized by reduplication are
optional. Whether a speaker uses a reduplicative expression or not is a matter of the speaker’s choice.
This fact, most of all, distinguishes Type II and Type III. In other word, my claim about the legitimacy
Type I: Peripheral reduplication
languages
English
Type II: Expressive reduplication
languages
Japanese, Korean, Chinese, Mongolian, Hindi, Arabic,
African languages (Akan, Swahili)
Type III: Core reduplication languages Austronesian, Malayo-Polynesian (Tagalog, Ilocano,
Indonesian, Chamorro), Salish (Halkomelem, etc.), and
many other native North American languages
Productivity: Function: Language learners need to learn:
Type I: No. Adverbial, mimetic, riming May do without learning very much.
Not recommended for all kind of
writing
Type II: Very productive Optional plural indicator.
Distributive, assimilative,
moderative, etc
Preferably learned to have more
expressivity
Type III: Very productive
and systematic
All of type II plus obligatory
aspect or tense indicator
Obligatory for all levels of learners
including the beginners
????????
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of being a Type III language is whether the language in question has obligatory reduplication. In this
sense, indication of aspect or tense by reduplication is the most reliable criterion. In the following sec-
tions, I will show some examples of reduplicative processes of each type, providing observations on the
general tendency of each type.
?? ???? ?? ???????? Partial C or V alternation in order to avoid identical reduplication
Although existence of reduplication or reduplicative compounds is recognized, and they have been le-
gitimate targets of description and studies as we find in Jespersen (1949)’s A Modern English Gram-
mar, the use of reduplicative expressions in English is very limited in actual use of the language espe-
cially in non-literally writing. It does not mean that they are scarce in terms of the total number. This
is obvious as Thun (1963) gives an extensive list of English reduplicative words, which, roughly
counted, contains about one thousand five hundred entries. The list is arranged according to Jesper-
sen’s classification. (Volume VI of A Modern English Grammar under the heading ‘Reduplicative Com-
pounds.’) This might give an impression that English is rather rich in reduplicative vocabulary. Yes, it
is, but in terms of the actual use of reduplication, its frequency is very close to zero if it is compared
with a reduplication-rich type II language such as Japanese.
(3) lists some excerpts from Jespersen. One generalization to be drawn here is that the overall
characterization of English reduplicative is avoidance of totally identical reduplication, which on the
contrary is very common in Type II and Type III languages. Except in the few cases of sound imitation
in (a), a small change or addition makes one part of reduplicative compound a little different from the
other. (See Murata (1990) for notes on the semantics of English reduplicative compounds.)
(3) English reduplicative compounds
a. The kernel repeated unchanged; sometimes with an extension of one of the kernels. Mostly
sound imitation.
chip-chip, drip-drip, ting-ting, bumpety-bump, chickety-chick
b. The kernel repeated with change of vowel. Many have derogatory or pejorative meaning.
clitter-clatter (‘idle talk’) , fiddle-fallde, flim-flam (n./v.), wishy-washy
c. The kernel repeated with change of consonant. Riming combination; felt as a playful appendix
to the first; less serious character; distinctly belong to the nursery.
hocu-pocus, clatter-patter, Andy-Wandy, clack-trap
Phrases from Chapter X: Reduplicative Compounds in Jespersen (1949: VI).
Ridge G36: sent him bumpety-bump down the stairs.
Cain Postman109: We’ve been flim-flammed .
Collins W328: the respectable lawyers who scribble-scrabble your deeds and your wills.
Rogers: Wine of Fury163 [railway-train] with the “clickety-click” of the rails sounding in
his ears.
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The last two examples in (3)a tells that English avoids stress clash by adding weak syllables be-
tween the two identical part such as chickety-chick. This is a case where English tries to avoid exact
identity in reduplication. Another case is (3)c. English reduplicative compounds exhibit a characteris-
tic of riming metrics rather than that of reduplication. The former takes advantage of partial identity
while the later seeks total identity. The following quote from Jespersen clearly state this characteris-
tic.
“This [change of consonant] produces a riming combination, the second part of which is felt as a
playful appendix to the first. These formations have as a rule a less serious character than those
in the preceding section; many of them distinctly belong to the nursery...”
(Jespersen 1949: 180: §10. 41)
It should be further noted concerning (3)c that derogatory or pejorative meanings are very com-
mon in the semantic characteristics of reduplication in all Type I through Type III languages, but in
Type I, they occupy a large portion of reduplicative vocabulary. For this reason, reduplicative expres-
sions are not very often used in formal writing including business writing, academic writing among
other expository writing styles. If we take this tendency as one of criterion to determine the typology,
we are able to conclude that many of the major European language may belong to Type I.
In order to make a contrast of how different the degree of preference to reduplication is between
English and Japanese, I will present a primitive statistics of a comparison.
(4) Frequency of reduplication in English and Japanese
Even in this kind of creative writing, reduplicative words are scarce in English. Looking at the
above figures, some Japanese speakers might think that this was an over use of reduplicative mimet-
ics. At the same time, however, many will agree that this is surely creating a style of agreeable read-
ability fit for all levels of readers. This was created by the translator, but the important point here is
that most of the readers may not think this translation too childish or unsophisticated. It is indeed a
natural style for story telling in Japanese, and in truth, many will not even notice this abundance of
reduplicative mimetics.
Compare how Japanese reduplicatives correspond to the original English non reduplicative ex-
pressions in English.
Chapter 5. Diagon Alley from Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone (Rowling. 1997)
Occurrence
Original English text ? Expression with a single verb or a combination of a verb and an
adverb are used.
Japanese translation ?? Most of them are mimetic expressions.
????????
??????? ????????????????
(5) Excerpts from Chapter 5 in Japanese and English
?? ???? ??? ??????? ???????? ?????? ????????? ??????? ?????????
In Type II expressive reduplication languages, reduplication are mainly used to enrich the mimetic vo-
cabulary and semantic expressivity, but its use is so extensive and the process is so productive that the
language would not be able to exert its expressive potency without using reduplicative words. (Moravc-
sik (1978) discusses semantic types expressed by reduplication.)
Let us first look at Chinese, Korean, and Japanese. Among those, Chinese is a little more produc-
tive in non-mimetic vocabulary such as those listed in (6).
?????????mogo-mogo?????? ?? Harry mumbled,
???????????????????boso-boso??
????????
?? said Hagrid, standing up and scratching
his head.
???????????mazi-mazi????????? ?? Harry still staring at Hagrid,
????????????uzu-uzu?????? ?? eager to see more magic.
???????????????ziro-ziro???? ??? Passers-by stared a lot at Hagrid
???????????masu-masu???????? ??? People stared more than ever on the train.
????????yuu-yuu??????????? ??? Hagrid was so huge that he parted the
crowd easily;
????????????????gaya-gaya??????
??
??? The low buzz of chatter stopped when they
walked in.
?????butu-butu??????? ??? he muttered.
????????????????????kira-kira?
????????
??? The sun shone brightly on a stack of
cauldrons
?????hiro-biro??????????????? ??? they were in a vast marble hall.
?????????????????omo-omo-siku???
??
??? said Hagrid importantly, throwing out his
chest.
?????kune-kune????????????????
????byun-byun?????
??? they just hurtled through a maze of
twisting passages.
????????????chiku-chiku????? ??? Harry’s eyes stung...
??????????moku-moku?????????? ??? A lot of green smoke came billowing out,
????????????????????zakku-
zaku???
??? Heaps of little bronze Knuts.
???????????zoku-zoku???? ??? For some reason, the back of his neck
prickled.
?The numbers are pages in the Japanese translation by Yuko Matsuoka,????? (1999).)
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(6) Chinese moderative verb formation
Verb Reduplicated
a. ka¯n ‘to look, read’??? ka¯n ka¯n ‘to see, browse’
b. tı¯ng ‘to listen’??? tı¯ng tı¯ng ‘to hear, hear in passing’
c. cháng ‘to taste, experience’??? cháng cháng ‘to taste a little’
d. chı¯ ‘to dine, eat (properly)’??? *chı¯ chı¯ ‘to taste, eat a little’
Reduplicating the base verb creates a verb denoting an action of less degree or intensity. There are
some semantic constraints as well as prosodic ones. The last example (d) is impossible because there
exits a non-reduplicative counterpart with the same meaning (c), and first of all, the meaning of chı¯ ‘to
dine, eat properly’ is not compatible with moderative or diminished action. One can’t ‘dine’ a little.
(Kazuya Nishii p. c.) For some verbs, a variant with yı¯ (?) in-between the two parts exists with the
same meaning such as ka¯n yı¯ ka¯n (???), ‘see, browse.’
Chinese is also rich in reduplicative adverbials, and many of those are adopted and lexicalized
both in Japanese and Korean. Look at some Korean mimetics. Like Japanese, they consist of those
with Sino-Korean morphemes and native Korean morphemes. Examples are in (7) and (8) respectively.
(7) Korean mimetic: Sino-Korean origin
Sino-Korean: co sim????
a. co sim co sim k et ta. ‘walk carefully’
b. co sim-hi k et ta. ‘walk carefully’ (-hi, adverbial marker non-reduplicative.)
c. co simhata ‘to be careful’ Sino-Korean compound verb.
(8) Korean mimetic: Native origin. Common in folk tales.
Native word
a. t’ok’i-ka k’ac
hu k’ac
hu t’wita. ‘A rabbit runs hopping.’?Jp.???????
b. k’a chu k erita ‘to hop’ (non-reduplicative); Repeated action is
expressed by the verb k erita.
c. nyam nyam m ek ta. manner of munching
d. by er-i panc’ak panc’ak pich nata. ‘twinkling’?Jp.?????
e. tekul tekul kul els’ sb nita. rolling sound?Jp.??????????
f. t’ekul t’ekul Emphatic variant of the above.?Jp.???????
g. tek tekul Partial reduplication of the above: CVC.
There are some differences in Japanese and Korean. In Japanese counterpart, yoojin-site aruku
????????‘walk carefully’ is all right, but the reduplicative version *yoojin yoojin aruku????
????‘walk carefully’ is not acceptable. Sino-Japanese reduplicative adverbials are disallowed. An-
other difference is that Korean systematically allow partial reduplication such as in (8)g, but in
Japanese, it is very much limited: *ki-kira, *ko-koro from kira-kira and koro-koro.1) (For Korean par-
????????
??????? ????????????????
tial reduplication see Kim (2003; 2007).)
In both Korean and Japanese, mimetic adverbials, whether with or without reduplication, belong
to two different vocabulary strata: mimetics of Chinese origin and those of native origin. Many of
Chinese-originated mimetics are coined inside the Japanese or Korean languages using analogy. For
example, Chinese xiaoxiao ‘sound of wind’ is adopted in Japanese as syoosyoo ‘sad sound or scene of
rain.’ 2)
Next example of Type II language is Hindi. In this language, any content words can be redupli-
cated adding different meanings to non-reduplicated original words. Many of Type II and Type III lan-
guages have this type of reduplication. The meanings expressed by reduplication here may be very dif-
ficult to be otherwise expressed without using reduplication. Yet, the language as a whole can be used
quite properly without using it. In Hindi, regular plural, tense, and aspect are expressed by affixes, not
by reduplication.
(9) Hindi: plural, distributive, continuative3)
a. ghar ‘house’ ghar ghar ‘each house’ plurality
b. kya¯ ‘who’ kya¯ kya¯ ‘each who’(pl.) plurality
c. kaun ‘what’ kaun kaun ‘each what’(pl.) plurality
? ? ?d. bara¯ ‘big’ bara¯ bara¯ ‘each big’ plurality
e. ka¯la¯ ‘black’ ka¯la¯ ka¯la¯ ‘each black’ plurality
f. do¯ ‘two’ do¯ do¯ ‘two by two’ distirbutive
g. de¯khte¯ ‘look’ de¯khte¯ de¯khte¯ ‘keep looking’ continuative
????? and???????????????? ?????
One of the most peculiar instances of expressive reduplication is found in Khalkha Mongolian.
The meaning expressed by this specific reduplication is ‘something/somebody and others,’ which I
would like to call social plural. Note that this Mongolian reduplication is not one of complete identity.
The first consonant of the reduplicated part, which is obviously the second part, is preset as m. Exam-
ples (e) and (f) in (10) show if the base starts with m, the preset m is replaced by z.
(10) Meduplication4) in Khalkha Mongolian / Social plural5)
Khalkha Mongolian
Base m+dup X and others (social plural)
a. Japon ‘Japan’ Japon Mapon ‘Japan and other countries
b. zoc
ˆ
in ‘guest’ zoc
ˆ
in moc
ˆ
in ‘gust(s) and other people’
c. aav ‘father’ aav maav ‘father and other people’
d. nom ‘book’ nom mom ‘book(s) and other things’
e. mas
ˆ
in ‘car’ mas
ˆ
in zas
ˆ
in ‘car(s) and other things’
f. max ‘meat’ max zax ‘meat and other things’
(Kubo 1997)
Arabic has a lot of different dialects, and each exhibits different kind of reduplication. One of the
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examples is listed in (11). This reduplication adds derogatory or pejorative meaning. In terms of the
shape of reduplication, this is a true case of internal reduplication; reduplicated part, i.e. the redupli-
cant appears truely inside the base splitting it like a wedge. In the case of quasi-internal reduplication,
the reduplicant appears between the base and the affix. It is internal to the whole word but not turly
inside the simplex base morpheme.
(11) True Infixing Reduplication of Levantine Arabic:Derogative/pejorative
Consonantal Simple verb Derived verb Gloss (derived verb)
root intensive/pejorative
a. CC root
lf laf(<lafaf) laflaf ‘wrapped(intensive)’
? ? ? ?hl hal(<halal) halhal ‘untied, undid’
b. CCC root
? ? ?frh farah farfah ‘rejoiced’
? ?bhs
ˆ
bahas
ˆ
bahbas
ˆ
‘sought’
? ? ?mrt marat marmat ‘cut unevenly’
brd barad barbad ‘shaved unevenly’
? ? ?dhl dahal dahdal ‘relled gradually’
? ? ?s
ˆ
rh s
ˆ
arah s
ˆ
ars
ˆ
ah ‘criticized severely’
? ? ? ?hlt halat halhat ‘sheared unevenly’
? ? ?qrt qarat qarqat ‘crunched’
?? ? ? ? ?s
ˆ
ht s
ˆ
ahat s
ˆ
ahs
ˆ
at ‘dragged roughly’
? ? ?b9s ba9as ba9bas ‘gave the finger to repeatedly’
[9]=voiced uvular fricative g
ˆ
ain.
(Broselow and McCarthy 1983)
Now, we must determine whether Arabic belongs to Type II or Type III. There are some observable
doubling effects in the Arabic derivation tables. Arabic is well-know to have very systematic derivation
and word formation process which relates the triconsonantal bases to the content words such as verbs,
nouns, and adjectives. The process typically involves consonant gemination, consonant splitting, and
vowel doubling (lengthening), and those look like instances of reduplication. This system reside in the
very core of the grammar of Arabic, but I propose that the language belongs to Type II. The reason is
that all these are included in the whole system of word formation and derivation. Reduplicative affixa-
tion is not working independently in the core part of the grammar. The part where reduplication is
working independently is expressive augmentation.
????????
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(12) Arabic word formation/derivation
drs skr skn
a. darasa ‘study’ e. sakara ‘sugar(v), i. sakana ‘become still, rest’
sprinkle sugar’
b. darra¯s ‘studnet’ f. sukkar ‘sugar(n)’ j. sikkı¯n ‘knife’
c. mudarrsi ‘teacher’ g. saka¯kir ‘confectionery, k. saka¯ka¯n ‘knives’
candies’
d. madrasa ‘school’ h. sukkarı¯ ‘sugary, like l. sakka¯n ‘cutler’
sugar’ adj.
m. sukka¯n ‘rudder’
(From a beginners’ textbook and Wehr and Cowan (1994).)
?? ???? ???? ????????????? ????????
The Type III languages use reduplication as the means of indicating tense or aspect. The system of re-
duplication reside in the very core of the grammar, so that without reduplication, the grammar would
not function. The language learners of these languages need to understand the use of reduplication
from the very beginning of their learning.
One of the important characteristics of these languages is that they exhibit wide varieties of redu-
plication both in terms of the shapes of reduplicants and the grammatical functions (or meanings) ex-
pressed by reduplication. Moreover, a little glance at the language reveals that reduplication is every-
where in the language: proper nouns, common nouns, nominal bases, and mimetics. These are listed in
(13). Type III languages overall are reduplication-preferring languages. Philippine languages (Aus-
tronesians) such as Tagalog and Ilocano belong to this type, and they are like emporiums of reduplica-
tion.
(13) Prevalence of lexicalized reduplicative words in Tagalog
a. Iloilo (city name) f. sapsáp (fish) ‘slipmouth’
b. ílang-ílang (tree species) g. lapulápo (fish) ‘grouper fish’
c. ípil-ípil (tree species) h. sarisarì ‘a mixture of different kind of things’
d. lapláp n. act of flaying or i. tuktók n. ‘knock, knocking, or its sound’
stripping off the skin (mimetic)
e. paglaplap n. (derived nominal, j. tuktók n. ‘top of the head, summit’
same as above)
The shapes of the reduplicants exhibit variety from shorter CV or CVC syllables to words of un-
limited length as in (14). The grammatical roles realized by reduplication cover plurality, aspect, and
productive morphology which augments expressivity.
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(14) Tagalog unlimited-length base reduplication: Similative noun formation
Base DUPB-base-an
a. bahay ‘house’ bahaybahayan6) ‘doll house’
b. libro ‘book’ librulibruhanvi ‘imitation book’
c. bulaklak ‘house’ bulalaklakbulaklakan ‘artificial flower’
d. kabayo ‘horse’ kabayukabayuan ‘toy or imitation horse’
e. kooperatiba ‘co-op’ kooperatibakooperatibaan ‘something like co-op’
(Schachter and Otanes 1972 except example (e)7))
It is very common for reduplication to express something small or an action with less effort or de-
gree. The above example can be classified as one of the instances of the former. (See also the case of
Chinese in (6).)
Inevitable criterion for a language to be classified as Type III is the use of reduplication as an indi-
cator of aspect. This is an evidence that reduplication is working in the core part of the grammar. In
Tagalog, three different aspects are realized by the combination of reduplication and an affix.
(15) Aspects in Tagalog with CV reduplication: The verb with the -um- infix
Aspects
a. punta Root noun ‘act of going’
b. pumunta Completed No reduplication ‘went’
c. pupunta Incomplete Reduplication ‘will go’
d. pumupunta On-going Reduplication and infix ‘be going’
(16) Ilocano progressive aspect with CVC reduplication: The verbs with the ag- prefix
Base Progressive aspect
a. basa ag-basbasa ‘be reading’
b. dait ag-dadait ‘be sewing’
c. adal ag-adadal ‘be studying’
d. trabaho ag-trabtrabaho ‘be working’(from Spanish)
The next sets of examples show the use of reduplication in derivational morphology. The first type
of morphology is quite productive. The second type using the pag- prefix works as a counterpart of
English action nominals (d) and derived nominals (e).
(17) Reduplication concomitant with nominalizing affixes
/ka-in-RED-ROOT-an/ ‘place for/where V-ing’ (the -in- infixes into ka- forming kina-)
a. ka.in ‘act of eating’ k-in-a-kakain-an ‘place of eating’
b. upo ‘act of sitting’ k-in-a-uupuan
c. doon ‘there(adv)’ k-in-á-roroonán ‘where about, location’
????????
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pag-RED-root: Derived nominal formation
d. bigay ‘gift’ pag-bibigay ‘act of giving’
e. brodkast ‘broadcast (n.)’ pag-bobrodkast ‘broadcasting’8)
Note that example (e) above involves the emergence of an unmarked form, adopting the terminol-
ogy and analysis in the Optimality Theory. In Tagalog, the complex onset in a syllable as in CCV is tol-
erated only in loan words (e.g. brodkast from English broadcast, and trabaho from Spanish trabajo),
and the onset appearing in the native words is simplex as in CV, so that CV is unmarked in the lan-
guage. When the marked CCV is reduplicated, it is simplified to CV to become an unmarked element.
Reduplication does not create a marked syllable. In (e) above, the syllable bo- is this simplified un-
marked appearance of original bro- in the base. This fact has long been discussed in the literature. (In
the rule based generative phonology, Carrier (1979); French (1989). In the optimality theory,
McCarthy and Prince (1986); Kager (1999).)
Finally, observe two different types of repetition of Tagalog adjectives.
(18) Syntax versus Morphology: Tagalog moderative adjectives (reduplication) and emphatic ad-
jectival phrase (syntactic iteration)
Tagalog adjective
Base ma-adjective Reduplication Syntactic iteration9)
a. liit maliit maliit-liit maliit na maliit
‘small’ ‘smallish’ ‘very small’
b. sakit masakit masakit-sakit masakit na masakit
‘painful’ ‘a little painful’ ‘very painful’
c. laki malaki malaki-laki malaki-ng malaki
‘big’ ‘a little big’ ‘very big’
We have already seen the cases of moderative and other similar cases of reduplication which in-
duce diminishing quality including Tagalog assimilative with unlimited-length reduplication. The
above examples in the reduplication column above belong to this category, too. Interestingly, as shown
in the syntactic iteration column in (18), Tagalog has another type of repetition of adjectives using a
linking marker -ng/na. Independent evidence argues that this marker works in syntax as a connecter
between phrases with no case relation. Then these examples are the instances of syntactic iteration
rather than reduplication. It is important to point out here that Type III languages tend to tolerate the
iteration beyond the scope of morphology and phonology. In English, it is not always preferred to ex-
press enhanced quality or quantity by iteration such as shiny shiny shoes, or very very old man, and
their use is apparently limited. Type II languages also allow syntactic iteration to a large extent. This
can be an evidence that Type II languages are tolerant about repetition probably due to their prosodic
preference. Type I languages such as English tend to avoid identical repetition also due to their pro-
sodic characteristics.
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Repetition is rooted in human nature. Then probably, all human languages have repetitive utterances.
Reduplication is a part of it, but it is not an unlimited haphazard repetition. As long as it constitutes a
part of the linguistic system, or in technical parlance of modern linguistic, a part of the universal
grammar, the forms of repetition in reduplication and the extent of its use are quite limited and con-
strained by the system. It is quite different from repetitive chirps of birds or barks of dogs. The classifi-
cation proposed above is an attempt to see through this human natured, and at the same time, gram-
matically controlled system of repetition, of its gradation across languages and of its universal func-
tionality. In the linguistic literature, some specific phenomena involving reduplication have widely
been studied providing various insights toward the development of theoretical studies. (McCarthy and
Prince 1986; McCarthy and Prince 1995 among others in recent studies.) However, typological studies
are scarce either in theoretical work or in descriptive work. In this article, we have observed that Type
III languages are quite limited, almost by language family, and the majority use reduplication as ex-
pressive enhancement. The new cross-language view into reduplication presented here reveals that re-
duplication phenomena are not sporadically scattered across languages. Instead, it resides in a large
mass in one language, and in another, it occupies a small peripheral part of the grammar. The former
is an reduplication emporium which has in stock all the items the smaller ones keep.
?????
??The form pyo-pyon from pyon is acceptable.
??????? (2007). This dictionary contains a list of some 287 onomatopoeic expressions of Sino-
Japanese origin, the majority of which are reduplicative. Quotations under each entry give a
rough idea of place or origin of its birth; whether it is from the continent or born in Japan. ??
?? (ken-ken gaku-gaku) ‘state of noisy and heated discussion’ is made by clipping and blending
by analogy from???? (kan-kan gaku-gaku) ‘frank and honest manner’ and???? (ken-ken
goo-goo) ‘noisy or clamorous manner’
??Each reduplicated part and base is written as a separate word in the Devanagari script, in which
one word is bound by a continuous upper bar called s´iro¯re¯kha¯.
??Kubo (1997) has a credit on the naming of this reduplication as ‘meduplication.’
??Turkish also has similar reduplicative word formation with m-RED expressing social plural.
??The underlying form of libro can be either /libro / or /libroh/. There is a phonological rule which is
responsible for appearance of the intervocalic h in ...libruhan. It applies normally here resuling in
non-identity of the base and reduplicant.
This libro and kabayo below are Spanish loans. The vowel o is raised in the process of word
formation to fit in the three-vowel system [a, i, u] of the native Tagalog sound.
??This last example is from personal communication with a native speaker.
??Tumigil sa pagbobrodkast (‘To stop broadcasting. To sign off.’) (English 1986) Other forms from
brodkast cantain ibrodkast, magbrodkast.
??In the examples in this column below, na and -ng [] are modifier−modifiee linkers called liga-
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tures, eg. [noun]-ng/na [adjective], [adjective]-ng/na [noun], [noun]-ng/na [relative clause], and
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